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Our best wishes for a successful continuation of the
clean, sustainable energy evolution in 2017
25th Anniversary of the historic World Clean Energy Conference promoting
Clean Tech and Sustainable Development with the United Nations in Geneva

Credo for 2017.
 Replace all polluting, risky unsustainable energy technologies by clean ones
 Redirect all subsidies from military, nuclear and other dangerous systems
 Reduce health cost and death casualties by clean energy technologies
 Make all clean energy systems main-stream by adequate financing

.. for a naturally green planet Earth
Humankind has to find its way back to nature without squandering
finite resources polluting the environment and endangering the health.

........... in pure air and with clean water
Air pollution and contaminations of water and food are the reasons for
health problems that can be drastically reduced by clean technologies.

UNITED
WORLD

…............. Clean Sustainable Energy for ALL
clean

All our associated organizations are working for the implementation of affordable,
clean, decentralized environment-friendly energy systems for everybody ....

…................ peacefully in an Armless Society
The wasteful war budgets of over a Trillion $ per year must be deviated to peacebuilding activities and for clean sustainable energies to protect humankind and
nature from destruction and to deprive terrorism of all fire arms and explosives !
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Progress Report 2016 and Outlook for 2017
The call by the UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon for "Clean, Sustainable Energy for All" concurrent with the
Sustainable Energy Decade started at the ISEO congress in 2012 and the Sustainable Development Goals,
complemented by the COP21 & COP22 objectives and the UNEP goals for less pollution by cleaner
technologies, fostered also the UNISDR & ISEO MEDSHILD-REDSHILD projects for natural disaster prevention,
to help humanity to survive, thanks to the CMDC-ISEO Natural Health and Global Ethics Codes to enable
humankind to reduce sufferings by replacing ill-conceived technologies and thoughtless human misbehavior.
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2016 was a record year of clean, renewable
energy growth with the total investment exceeding
300'000'000'000 USD (>300 billion $), while
investments in finite fossil energy systems were
shrinking and funds were withdrawn from fossil
fuel engagements. This world-wide trend is going
to increase in 2017 to the demise of military
budgets, wasting over one trillion $ instead of
enabling the survival on Earth by protecting the
climate, biospheres, waters and humanity's health.
More coal mines are closed and dangerous power
plants decommissioned to avoid catastrophes like
Fukushima and Chernobyl, all to be replaced by
safe, sustainable energy generation to power the
millions of electric vehicles and building systems.

The world-wide trend towards natural vegetarian bio products is also gaining momentum. "Back to nature" should
become everyone's vocation, realizing that too much chemistry in daily life and agriculture is impairing the health
and biospheres. (Slovenian ISEO VP Martina Sumenjak sitting below on the left). Natural alternative therapies are
becoming more and more acceptable by health insurers. The "Naturally Fit & Healthy" guide for a sustainable life
is available from the ISEO secretariat in Geneva free of charge for members - see contact below.
Great ISEO team spirit among
clean technology promoters for
the success of clean, sustainable
energy by engineers, journalists
and medical doctors (here from
left to right engineer Adolf and
journalist Inge Schneider, ISEO
President Gustav R Grob with VP
Dr.med. Kamal Esseghairi.

At the WCEC World Clean Energy Conference in Geneva, Dr.med. Maria Neira, Environment Director of the
World Health Organization stressed that the high number of death casualties and millons of health sufferings
could be avoided by the reduction of energy pollution. Scott Foster, UN-ECE Energy Director redefined the value
of energy in the sense of providing clean energy services - see also UN TED TALK video on www.wcec.uno.
Swiss clean solar flight pioneer, Professor Bertrand Piccard (on the left) of the famous SOLAR
IMPULSE round-the-world flight, is calling for a world alliance of clean energy organizations, to
achieve the ISEO forecast as illustrated in above histogram, seconded by the President of the Energy
Watch Group, former German Federal parliamentarian and Green Party energy speaker Hans-Josef
Fell, who condemned the contra-productive trillion $ subsidies for polluting and radioactive power
plants. He is driving electric cars since decades to demonstrate this clean transport option.
Read the full WCEC report in several languages and the Blueprint for the Clean, Sustainable Energy Age on
www.wcec.uno > Media Release and > Blueprint. Subscribe to ISEO Newsletters, free of charge for members.
The ISEO team is planning a WCEC conference in the Africa-Eurasia region and cooperating with all international
organizations, including all relevant UN and EU agencies and programs.

Membership: Everybody is cordially invited to join ISEO for the advancement of clean energy development for
a healthier, happier life. You may start local action groups for the implementation of clean technologies and meet
at joint conferences. You are very welcome to order the ISEO Newsletters and publications by the enrolment form
under the “Application” button on www.iseo.uno and www.cmdc.uno.
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